Mobile Access Solutions

The smartphone as an addition to the classic access control credential

Access via Smartphone
Send your employees, visitors, guests or service providers access rights to their smartphones very easily, secure and private. This simplifies and digitizes your processes. A manual issuing and return of physical credentials is no longer necessary.

How does Mobile Access work?
• The smartphone is becoming a flexible digital access medium
• You assign all mobile access rights centrally in your access solution
• You transmit access rights via email, if necessary even with 2-factor authentication
• You record all access events securely and centrally in your access control solution on premise
• The smartphone as an access medium expands the classic access control card

Visit our website at www.boschsecurity.com/access
Mobile Access Solutions

The smart addition to your access control solution

Innovative Solution
• Smartphones are always at hand
• Transmit access rights to a person, independently of where the person is located

Security
• Secure, encrypted communication protocols
• Includes option to access only after unlocking the smartphone
• No cloud connection necessary, solution installed on premise

Comfortable and flexible
• The adaptable communication range offers a comfortable access even over longer distances, for example from the car

Mobile Access Application for Smartphones
Access Control Readers
Administration portal (for visitors or employees)

For more information about the solution and how to get started, contact us via mobile.access@de.bosch.com

Visit our website at www.boschsecurity.com/access